Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve is in the wilderness of the Swartruggens area, in the peaceful Cederberg Mountains, in the Western Cape, South Africa.

The Reserve is renowned for its scenic beauty and dramatic rock formations typical of the Cederberg region.
The San and Khoi people lived at Kagga Kamma many years ago and today guests can see traces of their existence in the unique Rock Art that dates back 6000 years. The unique accommodation options add to the sense of adventure.

Choose between a man-made Cave Suite, beautifully integrated with the sandstone rock formations; or spacious Hut Suite, resembling the traditional dwellings inhabited by the clans of the area many years ago.

With a rich and fascinating Cultural Heritage, this area offers spectacular scenery, ancient Rock Art sites, amazing indigenous fauna and flora, phenomenal night skies and some fascinating small critters that are scarcely seen in other parts of the country.
For a truly remarkable experience, the beautiful Open-Air Suites allow for an entire night under the stars, without compromise on comfort, as you drift off with just the covers between you and the heavens above.

Admire astonishing views; traverse the Nature Reserve on foot, two-wheels or four. Cool off in the pool, eat dinner under the stars and experience the tranquillity and bliss that this destination offers.
Naturally integrated with the surrounding rock formations, the cosy Cave Suites offer a quiet space for ultimate relaxation.

Each with a double bed, an en-suite bathroom with a shower, air-conditioning, tea and coffee station, hairdryer, bathrobes and guest amenities.

The unique ‘Cave’ Suites open up out onto a small terrace; perfect for two, to admire the astonishing view.

ACCOMMODATES: 2  AVAILABLE UNITS: 8
PREMIUM ‘CAVE’ SUITE

The Premium ‘Cave’ Suite is situated at the top furthest right end, allowing for a wide-angle view of fynbos plains and majestic mountains in the background.

This Suite has a double bed, an en-suite bathroom with a shower, air-conditioning, a tea and coffee station, hairdryer, bathrobes and guest amenities. The sliding door opens up out onto a small terrace, perfect for two to admire the astonishing view.

ACCOMMODATES: 2 | AVAILABLE UNITS: 1

HONEYMOON ‘CAVE’ SUITE

The Honeymoon ‘Cave’ Suite is our biggest and most romantic unit, perfect for a honeymoon, anniversary, or other special occasion.

This Suite has a double bed, open plan bathroom with romantic bath, air-conditioning, tea and coffee making facilities, hairdryer, bathrobes and guest amenities. The terrace, partially obscured by a dramatic rock formation to optimise privacy, is positioned to view the beautiful fynbos plains.

ACCOMMODATES: 2 | AVAILABLE UNITS: 1
HUT SUITES

These Suites are ideal for families with children under 12 years that wish to visit Kagga Kamma.

Each Suite is fitted with a king-size, or twin beds, a sleeper couch, en-suite bathroom with a shower/bath combination, air-conditioning, tea and coffee station, hairdryer, bathrobes and guest amenities.

The Hut Suites open up out onto a small private terrace, with an unparalleled view of the Cederberg landscape.

The Hut Suites resemble the dwellings of the clans who lived on Kagga Kamma many-many years ago.

ACCOMMODATES: 5
AVAILABLE UNITS: 5
Open-Air Suites
The Open-Air Suites are available for reservations from September to April, weather permitting.

Voted amongst the Top 10 BEST in the World
Immerse yourself fully in the wonders and sounds of the wilderness; the call of the jackal, the chatter of the birds and the sound of wind through the rock formations. The glittering Milky Way is your ceiling and the spectacular African sunset the evenings’ entertainment.

STAR SUITE

The Star Suite is set on a private platform about four kilometres from the Main Lodge, amongst beautiful rock formations.

Fynbos plains and endless African skies can be seen for kilometres.

With no compromise on comfort, the Suite is fitted with a queen-size bed, cosy bedding, outdoor shower, toilet, “star bath”, private rock pool, outdoor lounge, boma, tea and coffee making facilities, bathrobes and guest amenities.

Aside from the adventure of sleeping outside, the space is designed to offer an unmatched, romantic evening for couples, set against the backdrop of a sky ablaze with stars.

ACCOMMODATES: ♂ ♂ AVAILABLE UNIT: 1
The Sky Suite is situated on a remote rocky crag, four kilometres from the Lodge. It is appointed with a king-size bed, open-air shower and toilet, tea and coffee making facilities, bathrobes and guest amenities.

SKY SUITE

The nature and location of the Sky Suite affords absolute privacy. Guests can enjoy a refreshing dip in the private hot tub with a glass of bubbly and in the morning, be slowly awakened by the rising sun.

ACCOMMODATES: 2
AVAILABLE UNIT: 1
Camping at Kagga Kamma
The rugged and undiscovered wilderness which is home to the Nature Reserve makes Kagga Kamma a bucket-list destination for camping enthusiasts. Secluded and set against the backdrop of fascinating rock formations, the camping grounds provide for an environment conducive to digital detoxing.

SWARTRUG
The main campsite at Kagga Kamma, Swartrag, is made up of five camping stands which are each suitable for two to six adults. Each site is set against craggy rock outcrops and offers easy access to Reception, the Chalet Swimming Pool, as well as the hiking trails.

✔️ Ablution  ✔️ Water  ❌ Electricity

KLIPSPRINGER BOMA
Nestled amongst a collection of rock formations, Klipspringer Boma offers a cosy self-catering experience just a short drive to Main Reception and the Chalet Swimming Pool. This is the only campsite which is enclosed and offers a private kitchen nook and bathroom facilities. Klipspringer provides space for a maximum of six guests at each of the five campsites with two cars per stand.

✔️ Ablution  ✔️ Water  ✔️ Electricity

BOBBEJAANSKRANS
Bobbejaanskrans is made for the rugged adventurer and is only accessible by 4x4 vehicle. Located approximately 90 minutes' drive from Reception, Bobbejaanskrans offers one large camping stand for a maximum of eight guests and three vehicles. Guests are advised to bring their own braai and grid.

❌ Ablution  ❌ Water  ❌ Electricity

JOUBERT’S WERF
This secluded gem is found in the heart of the 4x4 trails on the Nature Reserve and is a real retreat into the wilderness. Joubert’s Werf is only accessible by 4x4 vehicle and is a two hour drive from Main Reception. This site is comfortably suited for 20 guests and three vehicles. Guests are advised to bring their own braai and grid.

❌ Ablution  ❌ Water  ❌ Electricity
**TIERKLOOF**

Tierkloof campsite offers access to the untouched wilderness which Kagga Kamma is famous for. Sweeping views across the fynbos plains can be enjoyed from this advantageous viewpoint. This campsite is only accessible by 4x4 vehicle and is approximately two hours' drive from Main Reception. Tierkloof accommodates eight guests and two vehicles. Guests are advised to bring their own braai and grid.

- Ablution
- Water
- Electricity

Angulate Tortoise
Excursions and Activities

The Excursions are Guided Tours - Please consult Reception on the exact time of departure.

**MORNING NATURE DRIVE**
On the Morning Nature Drives guests are taken into the veld with an experienced Guide.

⏰ 07:30 - 09:00

**SUNDOWNER TRIP**
The Sundowner Trip transports you to one of Kagga Kamma’s picturesque viewing points.

⏰ 16:00 - 17:00 (May - August)
⏰ 17:00 - 18:00 (September - April)

**LATE NIGHT NATURE DRIVE**
The Late Night Nature Drive explores the nightlife of Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve.

⏰ 21:15

**ROCK ART TOUR**
On the Rock Art Tour you get the wonderful opportunity to view and learn about the San and Khoi Rock Art and Cultures.

⏰ 10:00 - 12:00

Times are subject to change; please contact the Lodge to confirm times and prices.
Tel: +27 (0) 23 004 0077    |    Email: lodge@kaggakamma.co.za
QUAD BIKE ADVENTURES
Quad Bike Adventures are guided and take place on parts of the Reserve that would be otherwise inaccessible and allow guests to enjoy the beautiful environment from a unique perspective.

One Hour | Two Hours | No children under 16 years of age and no lifting permitted

REPTILE EDUCATIONAL
Our Nature Guides are qualified snake handlers and have a great amount of knowledge about snakes and a passion for education on these underappreciated creatures. Get to know these fascinating creatures better in a completely safe environment.

Available over weekends or on request only

Times are subject to change; please contact the Lodge to confirm times and prices.
Tel: +27 (0) 23 004 0077
Email: lodge@kaggakamma.co.za
STARGAZING TOUR
Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve is located 55 nautical miles from Sutherland, which makes it the perfect location to view the incredible night skies. The remote destination offers clear, unpolluted skies, while our Guides provide an informative talk and identify specific stars and constellations. Stargazing takes place, lunar cycle and weather permitting.

21:15
KAGGA KAMMA SALON
Pampering treatments are the perfect way to unwind and Kagga Kamma Spa offers a wide range of African inspired, indulgent treats. Couples may also opt for the Open Air Couple’s Massage at the Open Air Treatment Room.

Please visit our website for the treatment list; Guests can contact the Lodge to make a booking.

TASTING EXPERIENCES
Indulge the senses when sampling an exciting assortment of select refreshments, paired with sweet or savoury accompaniments which are accented with local Cederberg produce.

A Fynbos Gin Tasting, Wine and Cheesecake Pairing and Kiddies Tasting Experience are available on request. Please contact the Lodge to confirm times and prices. Alcohol will not be served to persons under the age of 18.
Resort Facilities

- Restaurant and Bar
- Outdoor Boma Area
- Private Outdoor Boma Area
- Swimming Pools
- Conference Room
- Airfield/Runway
- Curio Shop
- Public Parking
- Telephone - at Reception / Bar
- Wi-Fi (main lodge only) - for further details please be in touch with the Lodge directly.
Things To Do

- Hiking Trails
- 4x4 Trails – Own 4x4 vehicle
- Mountain Bike Trails – Own mountain bike and equipment
- Giant Chess Set
- Khari Khari Mini Golf

Nearest Facilities

- Supermarket 60km
- Tankwa Padstal 64km
- ATM 100km
- Ceres 100km
- Golf 100km
- Medical Facilities 100km
- Shopping Centre 100km
- Cape Town International Airport 250km

Tourist Attractions

- Cederberg Sandstone Rock Formations (Onsite)
- Rock Art Sites (Onsite)
- Stargazing (Onsite)
- Wine Estates 200km (Offsite)

Rock Hyrax (Dassie)
Restaurant

Kagga Kamma Restaurant serves an A La Carte Menu.

Please inform Reservations of any special dietary requirements when finalising your reservation:
• Vegan
• Vegetarian
• Halaal

TRADING HOURS
Breakfast: 08:00 - 10:00
Lunch: 12:30 - 15:00
Dinner: 19:00 - 21:00
(Last orders to be placed at 21:00)

Packages

BED AND BREAKFAST
Accommodation and Breakfast per Person per Day.

DINNER, BED AND BREAKFAST
Accommodation, Breakfast and Dinner per Person, per Day.

FULL BOARD
Accommodation, Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner and Two Excursions per Person, per Day. Morning Nature Drive, Late Night Nature Drive, Sundowner Tour or Rock Art Tour.
Special Occasions

The dedicated Kagga Kamma Team create memorable moments for all our guests. Kindly advise the Team if you are celebrating a birthday or special milestone: reservations@kaggakamma.co.za

OPEN AIR PRIVATE BOMA
Located in a secluded space alongside the Lodge Swimming Pool, this Private Boma offers couples a cosy corner to enjoy a delectable dining experience. Dine under the stars on an elevated platform, before enjoying a drawn out dessert, snuggled by a private, crackling fire. Moments like these make for everlasting memories...

BRUNCH
Whether guests enjoy a traditional breakfast run or prefer to fly-in to unique locations, Kagga Kamma tailors scrumptious brunches to be enjoyed in this incredible landscape. Most suitably, brunches are served at the Restaurant Terrace, Open Air Boma or Open Air Spa – perched on a slab of rocky outcrop with panoramic views of the region.

EVENTS
Birthdays, Anniversaries, Honeymoons or any other celebration is worth fussing over and turning into a special soirée. Chat to our dedicated Team to bring your vision to life: reservations@kaggakamma.co.za

All Open Air events are weather permitting and availability dependent.
Directions

**DIRECT ROUTE: 3HRS 20MIN | 240KM**

This route is more direct and has a shorter travelling time. A number of wine farms can be visited along this route.

From Cape Town travel north on the N1, towards Worcester. Just before Worcester turn left onto the R43 and continue through Michell’s Pass until you reach a T-junction. Turn right at the T-junction onto the R46, towards Ceres. Once in Ceres, follow the directions to Prince Alfred Hamlet and exit left onto the R303. Continue through Prince Alfred Hamlet and Gydo pass and remain on the R303 for approximately 27 km towards the small town of Die Dorp Op-die-Berg. Turn right at the Ceres Karoo/Cederberg sign, just after Op-die-Berg. After 25 km, turn right onto the gravel road at the Kagga Kamma sign. Travel straight for another 20 km on the gravel road. Turn left at the Kagga Kamma sign and travel for another 15 km, after which you will arrive at the entrance gate of Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve.

**BAINSLOOF PASS: 3HRS 30MIN | 225KM**

This route is more scenic than the direct route but is slightly slower. Please drive cautiously through the Pass as the road can be narrow and travels along the precipice of the mountain range. A number of wine farms can be visited along this route.

From Cape Town travel north on the N1. Turn left onto the R44 and continue along this route until you reach Wellington. Continue into Wellington; turn left at the T-junction onto Piet Retief Street and right onto Church Street. Continue on Church Street; exit onto the R301. The R301 takes you over Bainskloof Pass; turn right onto the R43 (Mitchell’s Pass) and continue to Ceres. In Ceres, follow the directions to Prince Alfred Hamlet and Gydo Pass; continue straight towards the small town of Op-die-Berg. Turn right at the Ceres Karoo/Cederberg sign. After 25 km, turn right onto the gravel road at the Kagga Kamma sign. Travel straight for another 20 km on the gravel road. Turn left at the Kagga Kamma sign and travel for another 15 km, after which you will arrive at the entrance gate of Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve.
Gravel Road to Kagga Kamma

Please note that the last 35km to Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve is a scenic gravel road. Although the gravel road is traversable in a normal sedan vehicle all year round, the condition of the last 10km of road does change and may deteriorate somewhat from time-to-time, due to prevailing weather conditions and / or lack of municipal maintenance, which events are, unfortunately, outside of our control. Please drive carefully and slowly and make the most of the opportunity this affords for you to slow things down and enjoy the splendour of nature that surrounds you on the way to Kagga Kamma.

GPS Co-ordinates:
Latitude: 32°44'49.68"S
Longitude: 19°33'46.94"E
+27 (0) 21 872 4343 (Reservations)
+27 (0) 23 004 0077 (Lodge)
reservations@kaggakamma.co.za
www.kaggakamma.co.za

Latitude: 32°44'49.68"S
Longitude: 19°33'46.94"E

Facebook: facebook.com/KaggaKamma
Instagram: instagram.com/kagga_kamma/